
NINA-GRACE
APOLLO ESTRADA.

The attendees of the Secret, Co-op-Floor Meeting WHIP around 
in unison and clamore to their feet at the appearance of 
NINA-GRACE. Pierced, leather-ed, and furious.

NINA-GRACE (CONT'D)
You have been ignoring me All. Day. 
And NOW I find you here, in this 
fucking grocery store, doing- ... 
What the fuck are you doing?

Nina-Grace's attention, to Apollo's.. Relief?, has been 
captured by A1 and A2, standing sheepishly behind Apollo.

They may not be human, but they understand yelling.

APOLLO
Ah, yeah, uh, Nina! This is... 
Nina. And, Nina, these are...

The Aliens look at him expectantly. How had introductions not 
come up yet? His eyes dart to the grapes, to the Aliens, back 
to Nina-Grace.

APOLLO (CONT'D)
Yea this is, uh, Grape 
(A2 lets out a slight gasp)
And, uh, Gimli! (A1 nods, sagely. A 
good name.)

Nina-Grace shoots Apollo a "Sure, Jan" look, but steps 
forward to introduce herself to the pair.

NINA-GRACE
(with more sweetness than 
previously expected)

So nice to meet you.

A-2
(courageously)

APOLLO here is kindly helping with 
our acquisition quest! We have just 
retrieved the first item - The 
Grapes!

Nina-Grace giggles as A2 holds out the bag of fruit 
reverently. She produces a Polaroid camera from inside her 
shark-purse (his name is Eddie) and snaps a photo.

She shakes the Polaroid and turns to Apollo.



2.

NINA-GRACE
Well, I want to come with. 
(quietly) Where did you find these 
folks?

Apollo's really not sure how to begin, but thankfully, Nina-
Grace isn't too worried about an answer at this moment.

NINA-GRACE (CONT'D)
So, what's next then?

As excited plans are made around her, Nina-Grace does not 
hear. Her attention has been taken by the developed Polaroid 
in her hand.

In the photo, the face of the one known as Grape, is as 
translucent as a jellyfish - something floats within, but 
what is not clear - and the space between Gimli and Grape's 
bodies can't seem to decide whether or not it exists.

APOLLO
Nina? You coming?

Nina-Grace's face snaps up. Apollo stands near the door with 
the two (very solid-looking) strangers.

This is going to be an interesting day

NINA-GRACE
Ah, y-yeah... yeah. Yeah, I'm 
coming..


